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Abstract—Missing data arise a common problem for data quality. 

Most important issue faced by researchers and practitioners who 

use industrial and research databases is incompleteness of data, 

usually in terms of missing or erroneous values. Some of the data 

analysis algorithms can work with incomplete data, a large 

portion of work require complete data. Therefore, variety of 

machine learning (ML) techniques are developed to reprocess the 

incomplete data. This paper concentrates on different imputation 

techniques and also proposes supervised and unsupervised 

machine learning techniques Naïve Bayesian imputation method 

in MI model. The analysis is carried out using a comprehensive 

range of databases, for which missing values were introduced 

randomly. The goal of this paper is to provide general guidelines 

on selection of suitable data imputation algorithms based on 

characteristics of the data. Experimental analysis on real datasets 

are taken from the Machine Learning repository and the results 

are compared in terms of accuracy. 
Index terms -Bayesian classifier, MI model, ML techniques, 

Supervised ML, Unsupervised ML.    

I. INTRODUCTION 

Missing data imputation is an actual and challenging 
issue confronted by machine learning and data mining. Most of 
the real world datasets are characterized by an unavoidable 
problem of incompleteness, in terms of missing values. 
Missing value may generate bias and affect the quality of the 
supervised learning process. Missing value imputation is an 
efficient way to find or guess the missing values based on other 
information in the datasets. Data mining consists of the various 
technical approaches including machine learning, statistic and 
database system. The main goal of the data mining process is to 
discover knowledge from large database and transform into a 
human understandable format. This paper focuses on several 
algorithms such as missing data mechanisms, multiple 
imputation techniques and supervised machine learning 
algorithm. Experimental results are separately imputed in each 
real datasets and checked for accuracy. 

The mechanism causing the missing data can influence the 
performance of both imputation and complete data methods. 
There are three different ways to categorize missing data as 
defined in [1].  Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) lead 
to any particular data-item being missing are independent both 
of observable variables and of unobservable parameters. 
Missing At Random (MAR) is the alternative, suggesting that 
what caused the data to be missing does not depend upon the 
missing data itself. Not Missing At Random (NMAR) is data 
that is missing for a specific reason.  

In the rest of this paper gives the background work or the 
literature review in section II, machine learning technique 
concepts in Section III, Section IV introduces new methods 
based on Naïve Bayesian Classifier to estimate and replace 
missing data. Experimental analyses of NBI model in Section 
V and the Conclusions are discussed in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Little and Rubin [1] summarize the mechanism of 

imputation method. Also introduces mean imputation [2] 

method to find out missing values. The drawbacks of mean 

imputation are sample size is overestimated, variance is 

underestimated, correlation is negatively biased. For median 

and standard deviation also replacing all missing records with 

a single value will deflate the variance and artificially inflate 

the significance of any statistical tests based on it. Different 

types of machine learning techniques are supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning techniques summarized in [3]. 

Classification of multiple imputation and experimental 

analysis are described in [4]. Min Pan et al. [5] summarize the 

new concept of machine learning techniques like NBI also 

analysis the experimental results which impute missing values. 

Comparisons of different unsupervised machine learning 

technique are referred from survey paper [6]. To overcome the 

unsupervised problem Peng Liu, Lei Lei et al. [7] applied the 

supervised machine learning techniques called Naïve Bayesian 

Classifier. 

 
III. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH 

In the data mining context, machine learning technique is 
generally classified as supervised and unsupervised learning 
technique both belong to machine learning technique [8]. 
Supervised classification focus on the prediction based on 
known properties and the classification of unsupervised focus 
on commonly used classification algorithm known as Naïve 
Bayesian imputation techniques. 

A.  Unsupervised Machine Learning Techniques 

Mean imputationis the process of replacing the missing 

data from the available data where the instance with missing  

attribute belongs. 

Median Imputationis calculated by grouping up of data and 

finding average for the data. Median can be calculated by 
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finding difference between upper and lower class boundaries 

of median class. 

Standard Deviationmeasures the spread of the data about 
the mean value. It is useful in comparing sets of data which 
may have the same mean but a different range. Estimate 
standard deviation based on sample and entire population data. 

B.  Supervised Machine Learning Techniques 

Another way of learning technique is classified as 
supervised learning that focus on the prediction based on 
known properties. Naïve Bayes technique [9] is one of the most 
useful machine learning techniques based on computing 
probabilities. It analyzes relationship between each 
independent variable and the dependent variable to derive a 
conditional probability for each relationship. A prediction is 
made by combining the effects of the independent variables on 
the dependent variable which is the outcome that is predicted. 
It requires only one pass through the training set to generate a 
classification model, which makes it very efficient. The Naïve 
Bayesian generates data model which consists of set of 
conditional probabilities, and works only with discrete data.  

IV. EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE IMPUTATION METHOD 

Multiple imputations for each missing values generated a 
set of possible values, each missing value is used to fill the data 
set, resulting in a number of representative sets of complete 
data set for statistical methods and statistical analysis. The 
main application of multiple imputation [10] process produces 
more intermediate interpolation values, can use the variation 
between the values interpolated reflects the uncertainty that no 
answer, including the case of no answer to the reasons given 
sampling variability and non- response of the reasons for the 
variability caused by uncertainty. Multiple imputation simulate 
the distribution that well preserve the relationship between 
variables. It can give a lot of information for uncertainty of 
measuring results of a single interpolation is relatively simple. 

A. Naïve Bayesian Classifier (NBC) 

Naïve Bayesian Classifier is one of the most useful 
machine learning techniques based on computing probabilities 
[11]. It uses probability to represent each class and tends to 
find the most possible class for each sample. It analyzes 
relationship between each independent variable and the 
dependent variable to derive a conditional probability for each 
relationship. A prediction is made by combining the effects of 
the independent variables on the dependent variable which is 
the outcome that is predicted. NBC is a popular classifier, 
notonly for its good performance, simple form and high 
calculation speed, but also for its insensitivity to missing data. 
It can build models on dataset with any amount of missing 
data. Naïve Bayesian Classifier generates full use of all the 
data in the present dataset. This paper focus a new method 
based on Naïve Bayesian classifier to handle missing data 
called Naïve Bayesian Imputation (NBI). 

B.  Naïve Bayesian Imputation (NBI) 

The Naïve Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem 
with independence assumptions between predictors. This 
model is easy to build, with no complicated iterative parameter 
estimation which makes it particularly useful for very large 

datasets. Naïve Bayesian classifier often does surprisingly well 
and is widely used because it often outperforms more 
sophisticate classification methods.  

Bayes theorem [12] provides a way of calculating the 
posterior probability P(C/X) of class from P(C) is the prior 
probability of class, P(X) is the prior probability of predictor 
and P(X/C) is the likelihood which is the probability of 
predictor given class. Naïve Bayes classifier assumes that the 
effect of the value of a predictor (X) on a given class (C) is 
independent of the values of other predictors called conditional 
independence. Figure 1 shows the pictorial representation of 
proposed system. 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Proposed System 

 

1) Algorithm for posterior probability 

 Construct a frequency table for each attribute against the 
target. 

 Transform frequency table to likelihood tables  

 Finally use the Naïve Bayesian equation to calculate the 
posterior probability for each class. 

 The class with the highest posterior probability is the 
outcome of prediction. 

2) Zero-Frequency Problem: When an attribute 
value doesn’t occur with every class value adds 1 to the 
count for every attribute value class combination. 

3) Numerical Predictors: Numerical variables need 
to be transformed to their categorical counterparts before 
constructing their frequency tables.  

V. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS 
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A. Design 

Experimental datasets were carried out from the Machine 
Learning Database UCI Repository. Table1. describes the 
dataset with electrical impedance measurements in samples of 
freshly excised tissue dataset contains number of instances and 
number of attributes about the datasets used in this paper. The 
main objective of the experiments conducted in this work is to 
analyze the classification of machine learning algorithm. 
Datasets without missing values are taken and few values are 
removed from it randomly. The rates of the missing values 
removed are from 5% to 25%. In these experiments, missing 
values are artificially imputed in different rates in different 
attributes. 

Datasets Breast Tissue 

Instances 106 

Attributes 10 (9features + 1 classes) 

Missing rates 5% to 25% 

Unsupervised Mean, Median, Standard Deviation 

Supervised Naïve Bayesian 

 

Table1. Datasets used for Analysis 

B. Experimental Evaluation 

Table2 describe the complete structure of all the attributes. 

Table2. Original datasets without missing values 

 

Figure2. Original Datasets without missing values 

The above Figure 2 represents the classification of all 
attribute of original dataset using both the machine learning 
techniques without missing values.  

 Figure3. Single instance of original datasets 

Figure 3 describes the single instance of Breast tissue dataset 
without missing values. 

 

Figure4. Missing value rates for experimental analysis 

Figure 4 specifies the different percentage rates of missing 
values for experimental analysis. 

 

Figure5. Experimental results for Mean, Median and STD 

Figure 5 & 6 represent the experimental results of both 
supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques 
using missing value with the rate of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% & 
25% respectively. 
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Class Original 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

394.232 380.4008 359.5065 336.3794 310.0995 296.0769

389.873 389.873 380 366.9424 362.8313 362.8313

87.04574 120.8659 145.6537 162.2337 170.0887 183.0835

0.099589 0.096095 0.090817 0.084974 0.078336 0.074793

245.8626 229.5293 212.2036 212.2036 188.5369 168.45

245 243.294 211 211 200 196.8567

69.76127 94.33182 110.7889 110.7889 115.9052 120.9645

0.044363 0.041416 0.03829 0.03829 0.034019 0.030395

290.3108 266.1389 253.0278 246.3056 216.047 200.4179

267.6355 256.1388 256.1388 256.1388 251 223.1825

111.9575 125.0618 139.8981 149.2123 140.0982 147.8644

0.06286 0.057626 0.054787 0.053332 0.04678 0.043396

238.3162 228.8162 216.5037 216.5037 204.9412 195.8787

197 197 191 191 187.5 187.5

119.1858 131.9038 143.7354 143.7354 153.5449 161.3969

0.045868 0.04404 0.04167 0.04167 0.039445 0.0377

1212.864 1135.418 1135.418 1088.99 1009.574 891.8643

1328.166 1328.166 1328.166 1328.166 1328.166 1020.334

386.4724 504.7634 504.7634 577.5002 646.4499 670.8443

0.204258 0.191215 0.191215 0.183396 0.170022 0.150198

2052.05 1956.596 1849.778 1774.778 1683.869 1524.778

1974.559 1924.559 1875 1875 1850 1825

342.4865 555.123 686.394 791.3788 874.7565 1003.077

0.543062 0.517801 0.489532 0.469684 0.445625 0.403523

Con

Adi

Car

Fad
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Gla

 

Figure6. Experimental results for Supervised Techniques 

 

Figure7. Comparative results using missing values for both ML 

Techniques 

Figure 7 specifies the comparison of both ML techniques 
using missing value and Table 3 describes the percentage of 
missing value occur in the original dataset. 

Table3. Percentage of missing values occur in original datasets 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper gives the complete view about the 

multiple imputation of missing values in large dataset. Single 

imputation technique generates bias result and affects the 

quality of the performance. This paper focused multiple 

imputation using machine learning techniques of both 

supervised and unsupervised algorithms. The comparative 

study of mean, median, standard deviation in which standard 

deviation generates stable result in unsupervised algorithm. 

Also this paper shows the experimental result of standard 

deviation and Naïve Bayesian using less parameter for their 

analysis and the performance evaluation express among the 

other missing value imputation techniques the proposed 

method performs best. In future it can be extended to handle 

categorical attributes and it can be replaced by other 

supervised machine learning techniques. 
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